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EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN SILICON CAUSED BY 

HIGH-TEMPERATURE OXIDATION

The dislocation self-organization processes in near-surface silicon layers of Si-

SiO
2
 during high temperature oxidization have been investigated. It was observed 

the complex destruction of these layers caused by relaxation of mechanical stresses. 

We have proposed the defect formation mechanism of near-surface layers in Si-SiO
2
 

structure. For self-organization processes to be explained, the synergetic method was 

applied. It was shown that the formation of periodical dislocation structures at the 

interface is a consequence of the spatial instability of the dislocation distribution in 

the crystal, their self-organization due to correlation effects between the oxygen dif-

fusing along structural defects and an ensemble of dislocations.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Structures Si-SiO
2
 are widely used in modern 

micro and nano – electronics. Electrophysical pa-

rameters of these structures depend on many fac-

tors. The property of initial semiconductor, silicon 

dioxide parameters, and the presence of structural 

defects on the interface can have an effect on the 

quality of devices based on the Si-SiO
2
 structure 

[1]. Despite a huge number of articles related to 

this problem, interest in the study and production 

of the Si-SiO
2
 structure is increasing. Due to tran-

sition of the active devices elements to nanoscale 

the quality of the Si-SiO
2
 interface plays an impor-

tant role in electrical processes. Even existence of 

one dislocation in space-charge zone of the device 

leads to catastrophic degradation of ten thousands 

nanoscale elements and as a consequence causes 

a reduction in quality of functional units [2, 3]. 

Dislocations in silicon and other semiconduc-

tors have been well studied both theoretically and 

experimentally. Properties of dislocations were 

under investigation since the initial observations 

of these extended defects in crystalline semicon-

ductors. Complexity of the investigations was re-

lated to large variety of dislocation structures and 

to strong interaction of dislocations with impuri-

ties and other defects [1]. Moreover, previously 

applied methods for introduction of dislocations 

to the bulk of the crystal, i.e. plastic deformation, 

indentation, oxide precipitation etc., were not ca-

pable of well-controlled fabrication of dislocations 

regarding their structure, electro-optical proper-

ties, location and state of decoration with impu-

rities. As a result, many important properties of 

dislocations still remain under discussion. Namely, 

relations of optical and electrical properties of 

dislocations with their microscopic structure were 

not yet well established.

On the other hand, the complex defect structure 

is formed at near-surface Si-SiO
2
 interface dur-

ing high-temperature oxidization. The disordered 

silicon layer and the dislocation network layer are 

both present in this structure. Also, the additional 

chemical treatment of dislocation networks al-

lowed us to obtain nanostructured silicon surface 
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Such a periodical structure as a dislocation net-

work is a consequence of self-organization pro-

cesses of defects at near-surface silicon layers of 

the Si-SiO
2
 interface.

The self-organization of ordered structures is 

a recurring theme in physics, chemistry, and biol-

ogy. Spatially periodic patterns, in particular, are 

observed at length scales ranging from the atomic 

to the astronomical. Self-organized patterns are 

(,()/8$0)(9)#1:$1'0'/'3"#,/$;)9)#1*<$*&#!$,*$;"*/'#,-
tions and disclinations, are an intrinsic element of 

their phenomenology.  
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This paper is devoted to studying of disloca-

tion self-organization processes in silicon dur-

ing high temperature oxidization. We have been 

tasked with investigating on the complex defect 

structure of the Si-SiO
2
 interface and to determine 

the mechanism of self-organization processes of 

dislocations.

2.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were carried out on p-type 

Si samples cut from the Czochralski grown wa-

fers. The initial wafers were doped with boron 

(N
B  

~  1015 cm–3=7$>!)$*"/"#'+$ ,9)(*$ )()$'?"-
dized in dry oxygen at 1150C (the oxide thickness-

es were about 0.1 – 1.5 m =$9'//' );$.8$)1#!"+3$
"+$,$!8;('%&'("#$@AB=$,#";$*'/&1"'+$,+;$1(),12)+1$
'9$1!)$*"/"#'+$*&(9,#)$.8$*)/)#1"-)$)1#!,+1*$@CD=7$
To reveal the deformation-induced defects (dis-

/'#,1"'+*=<$1!)$*&(9,#)$'9$*,20/)*$ ,*$*)/)#1"-)/8$
etched by the Secco-etchant and the Sirtl-etchant 

9'($1!)$@EFF=$,+;$@EEE=$*&(9,#)*<$()*0)#1"-)/87$
The following techniques and equipment were 

used for examination of the silicon surface upon 

chemical treatment:

- C#,++"+3$)/)#1('+$2"#('*#'0)*$@CDG=$@H,2I
Scan 4-D with a Link-860 system of an energy 

;"*0)(*"'+$,+,/8J)(:$KDGIEF5=:
- L&3)($)/)#1('+$*0)#1('*#'08$@LDC=$@MK".)(N$

O,*IPFF$*0)#1('2)1)(=:
- Optical methods using an MMR-2R micro-

*#'0):
- X-Ray analysis.

During investigations of near-surface silicon 

layers of the Si-SiO
2
 interface the complex defect 

structure was revealed. Directly below the silicon 

dioxide there was a layer of disordered silicon. 

A pattern of the silicon surface upon removed 

a 1 m thick dioxide is shown in Figure 1. 

The tendency is clearly seen for the absence of 

etch pits typical for a crystalline structure. The 

irregularly shape pits can be associated with the 

oxide formed under enhanced diffusion of oxygen 

along structural defects. We were unable to view 

the silicon surface using an SEM since the surface 

was heavily charged. This made it impossible to 

'.1,"+$,$()%)#1);$)/)#1('+$.),27$>!)*)$()*&/1*$
enabled us to conclude that the silicon surface 

!,;$,$!"3!/8$;"*'(;)();$*1(&#1&()$#/'*)$1'$,$Q+)I

Figure 1. Optical image of the silicon surface after 

()2'-,/$'9$,+$'?";)$/,8)($@E$?$EFFF=7

With further 5 minutes of SE, dislocation net-

works were formed on the silicon surface (Fig-

&()$R$@,<$.==7$>!)$;"*/'#,1"'+$+)1 '(S*$ )()$;)#'-

rated by SiO
x
. This observation is supported by the 

fact that further etching can be performed without 

,+$'?";,+17$>!"*$"*$,/*'$#'+Q(2);$.8$,+$TIK,8$
analysis and Auger spectroscopy analysis (Tab-

/)$E=7$U"-)+$1!)$CD$-)/'#"18$"*$,.'&1$P m/min :$
the depth of dislocation networks was calculated 

to be about 30 m  for an oxide thickness of 1 m . 

The thickness of the silicon layer with dislocation 

networks was about 10 m .

B"3&()$ R7$ @,=$ CDG$ "2,3)$ '9$ ,$ 180"#,/$ ;"*/'#,1"'+$
network pattern upon selective etching in the Sirtl-

)1#!,+1$ 9'($ EF$ 2"+7$ @.=$ CDG$ "2,3)$ '9$ ,$ 180"#,/$
dislocation network pattern upon selective etching 

in the Sirtl-etchant for 15 min.

polycrystalline or even an amorphous. X-Ray 

analysis allowed us to calculate the average sizes 

of silicon grain. The sizes were about 0.3 – 1 

m  and depend on oxidization conditions, the 

structural defect density and dioxide thickness [5].

m

B"3&()$R7$@,=$CDG$"2,3)$'9$,$180"#,/$;"*/'#,1"'+$
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Table 1. Calculations of Auger-spectra of elements in 

the dislocation network.

Element Amount, % [atomic percent]

K 0.00

C 0.452

Na 0.04

Si 95.245

O 3.742

The dislocation networks occur at the 

disordered silicon – crystalline silicon interface 

and disappear at the interface between the two 

+),()*1$*"/"#'+$/,8)(*$@B"3&()$P=$4V67$W+$#,*)$'9$1!)$
absence of layered structure, dislocation networks 

1(,+*9'(2$"+$1!)$*"+3/)$;"*/'#,1"'+*$@B"3&()$5=7

Figure 3. A typical 

SEM image of the 

silicon wafer cleav-

age with a layered 

structure.

Figure 4. A typical SEM im-

age of single dislocations on 

the silicon wafer cleavage.

It is known, that dislocations which are 

generated under the influence of diffusion 

"20&("18<$9'(2$1!)$%,1$;"*/'#,1"'+$+)1 '(S$1!,1$
are parallel to the solidification front. Stresses 

lead to plastic deformations due to a difference 

of atomic radius of the dopant and silicon (for 

example: R
Si
$X$E7EY$Z<$K

B
$X$F7[[$Z<$K

P
$X$E7EF$Z=7$

The Wegard’s law describes the deformation if the 

dopant atom penetrates into the crystal (taking into 

account the sp3$!8.(";"J,1"'+=$4Y6$

                                 4! "# ,                          @E=

where " - Vegard’s coefficient (depends on a 

180)$'9$"20&("18$,1'2*$,+;$1!)"($/,11"#)$0'*"1"'+=<$

4  – impurity concentration. Besides, stresses in 

the crystal due to the penetration of atoms with 

another radius are described by the following 

equation [8] 
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where   – shear modules, $  – Poisson ratio, *  

– the interior plane of the crystal and limited by 

planes situated at a given distance. Calculations 

have shown that the stresses (concentration of 

1!)$"20&("18=$()\&"();$9'($]'('+$,1$ !"#!$0/,*1"#$
deformation occurs are about 1018 cm-3 [9]. A 

pattern of the dislocation network which was 

3)+)(,1);$&+;)($1!)$"+%&)+#)$'9$]'('+$"*$*!' +$
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. SEM image of a typical dislocation 

network pattern (concentration of the Boron is 

3 1018 cm-3=7

We can explain the generation of dislocation 

networks at the silicon in the same initial analysis. 

The ionized oxygen overcomes the potential 

barrier at silicon surface and penetrates into the 

interstices of silicon crystal lattice. The knocking 

out processes of silicon atoms of the crystal lattice 

are begun when oxygen ions reach the saturation 

stage. Silicon atoms diffuse into the bulk due to 

1!)$"20'**"."/"18$1'$Q//$1!)$"+1)(*1"#)*$'##&0");$.8$
oxygen. This process is accompanied by a rapid 

diffusion of oxygen along the lines of structural 

defects, thereby raising the level of mechanical 

stress. Thus, the increasing of mechanical stresses 
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in the surface layer of silicon at the early stage of 

'?";,1"'+$/),;*$Q(*1$1'$1!)$)/,*1"#$;)9'(2,1"'+$,+;$
then to plastic deformation respectively. Stresses 

in silicon layers cause the different types of defects 

depending on these stresses values. The layer of 

maximum oxygen concentration is becoming the 

silicon dioxide with an amorphous structure. Next 

layer of silicon has highly disordered structure of 

oxygen-rich nonstoichiometrical oxides. And last 

layer consists of dislocation networks decorated 

by oxygen and nonstoichiometrical oxides. 

It should be noted that the boundary between 

disordered silicon and dislocation networks is 

relative because of the disordered silicon consists 

of grain boundary dislocations.

3.   THEORETICAL MODEL

Unfortunately, this empirical theory failed to 

explain why, in some cases, the dislocations are 

organized in a strictly periodic structure. For this 

*1(&#1&("+3$'9$1!)$*"/"#'+$*&(9,#)$1'$.)$#/,("Q);<$ )$
applied synergetic method.

The formation of defect structures like 

dislocation networks is the consequence of spatial 

instability of the distribution of dislocations in 

the crystal and their self-organization. There are 

two different conditions of behavior of the defect 

ensemble during plastic deformation. The plastic 

%' $()3"2)$1,S)*$0/,#)$9'($"+*"3+"Q#,+1$*1()**)*$
and low defects density. This regime of plastic 

flow is carried out autonomously by external 

"+%&)+#)*7$L1$,$#)(1,"+$2,3+"1&;)$'9$1!)$*1()**<$1!)$
coherent regime takes place, and the correlations 

effects between dislocations begin to appear [10-

12].

O)1$&*$#'+*";)($1!)$9'//' "+3$2';)/$@B"3&()$V=7$
L$*)2"I"+Q+"1)$0/,+)$TF $̂"*$,+$"+1)(9,#)$C"IC"_

2
. 

O)1$&*$Q?$*'2)$0/,+)$,1$,$#)(1,"+$;)01!$`
1.
 

Figure 6. Diffusion model (triangles — disloca-
tions on the surface, dash lines — directions of 
)+!,+#);$;"99&*"'+$'9$'?83)+=7

During high-temperature oxidation in a given 

plane will be the processes that lead to the forma-

tion of structural defects, and to their annihilation. 

The kinetic equation for the dislocation density 

-4  in the given plane is 

                 

2-
- - - 2

-4
J4 K4 L4 4

-%
# ( & ,          @P=

where J  is a constant characterizing the sources 

of the generation of structural defects, K  is a con-

stant characterizing the sources of the annihilation 

of dislocations, and here is characterized by a qua-

dratic law [11], C  is a constant characterizing the 

generation of dislocations due to stresses caused 

by the oxygen penetrated along the dislocation, 

24  is an oxygen concentration.

It is obvious, that the concentration of oxygen 

in the given plane depends on the density of struc-

tural defects, along which occurs the enhanced 

diffusion. Thus, a case of self-consistency between 

the dislocation density and oxygen concentration 

takes place. If we assume that the interface XY is 

a constant source of oxygen then obviously the 

kinetic equation takes the form 

           

              

2
- 2 - 2

-4
9 4 =4 M4 4

-%
# ( & ,            @5=

where 9  is a constant characterizing the concen-

tration of oxygen diffusing along dislocations, E  

is a constant characterizing the annihilation chan-

nels, M  is a constant characterizing the increasing 

of oxygen concentration due to the generation of 

+) $;"*/'#,1"'+*7$H'!)()+1$@,&1'#,1,/81"#=$()3"2)$
()\&"()*$)\&,/"18$*"3+$'9$1!)$/,*1$1)(2$"+$@P=$,+;$
@5=<$+,2)/8$"1$2&*1$.)$0'*"1"-)$1'$#'20/8$ "1!$1!)$
positive feedback.

a)$9,#);$ "1!$+'+/"+),($*8*1)2$@P=I@5=$ !"#!$
does not have an analytical solution. Let us write 

the equations in dimensionless form 

                                                       

                1

1- - 2 --4 4 4 4

-% % $ *
+ ,# & (- .
/ 0

,               @b=

               
2

1
12 - -

2

-4 4 4
4

-% % 1 2
+ ,+ ,

# ( (- .- .
/ 0/ 0

,         @V=

where 1 1/% J3 , 2 1/% 93  are characteristic times 

'9$1!)$,&1'+'2'&*$#!,+3)$1!)$;)+*"18$'9$;)9)#1*:$
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scales terms /J K* #  and /91 !#  determine 

1!)$ ;)+*"18$ '9$ ;"*/'#,1"'+*$  "1!'&1$ '?83)+:$
characteristic densities /J L$ #  and /9 M2 #  

;)1)(2"+)$1!)$"+1)+*"18$'9$1!)$()/,1"-)$"+%&)+#)$
of defects. Let us introduce the dimensionless 

density of defects /-* 4 2# , /2> 4 $#  and di-

mensionless time 2/N % %# . Such parameter as 

2 1/t t4 #  determines the ratio of characteristic 

times /5 2 *#  determines the intensity ratio of 

the generation and annihilation of defects and 

6 7/8 2 $1#  determines the relative intensities of 

1!)$()/,1"-)$"+%&)+#)$'9$;"*/'#,1"'+*$,+;$'?83)+7$
In dimensionless quantities the system becomes 

                      
6 71

-*
* > *

-N
4 5# & ( ,                  @Y=

                        
6 71

->
> * *

-N
8# ( ( & .                @[=

L*$,$2,11)($'9$9,#1<$1!)$+'+/"+),($)\&,1"'+*$@Y=I@[=$
have the opportunity to be analyzed qualitatively 

for different values   of the parameters , ,4 5 8 . In 

order to generation rate of defects was greater than 

their annihilation, the following conditions 15 9 , 

6 7218 5: ( must be met. The phase portrait is 

shown in Figure 7. Phase curves converge to the 

point ; $@#'!)()+1$()3"2)= which has an asymp-

tote 6 7 6 7 6 7 1

1 2/ / /- 24 % % 42 $ 2 *
(

# &< => ? . On the 

one hand, the coherent regime is carried out by 

a high concentration of oxygen (the bottom of 

0!,*)$0'(1(,"1=7$_+$1!)$'1!)($!,+;<$1!)$#'!)()+1$
regime is carried out by increasing of dislocations 

@1!)$1'0$'9$0!,*)$0'(1(,"1=7$A' )-)(<$"1$()\&"()*$,+$
"+"1",/$;)+*"18$'9$;)9)#1*$@;"*/'#,1"'+*=$)?#));"+3$
a critical value which depends on many micropa-

rameters.

4.  CONCLUSIONS

Thus, as shown by experimental investigations, 

the near-surface layers of silicon at the silicon 

— dioxide interface has a complex structure and 

consist of polycrystalline silicon region and dis-

location network region. Generation of disloca-

tion networks can be explained by accelerated 

thermodiffusion of oxygen atoms along initial 

structural defects that are present in silicon before 

high-temperature oxidation. In order to explain the 

generation of such periodical dislocation structure, 

it was applied the synergetic method. 

Figure 7. Phase portrait (dimensionless density 

'9$ ;)9)#1*c$ 8$d$;"*/'#,1"'+*<$ ?$d$'?83)+:$ ;  — 

#'!)()+1$()3"2)=7

The formation of periodical dislocation struc-

tures at the interface is a consequence of the spa-

tial instability of the dislocation distribution in the 

crystal and their self-organization due to correla-

1"'+$)99)#1*$@#'!)()+1$()3"2)=$.)1 ))+$1!)$'?83)+$
atoms diffusing along structural defects and an en-

semble of dislocations. The coherent regime could 

take place in the case of increasing of dislocations 

or a high concentration of oxygen.
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EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURAL DEFECTS IN SILICON CAUSED BY 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE OXIDATION

Abstract          

The dislocation self-organization processes in near-surface silicon layers of Si-SiO
2
 during high 

temperature oxidization have been investigated. It was observed the complex destruction of these lay-

ers caused by relaxation of mechanical stresses. We have proposed the defect formation mechanism 

of near-surface layers in Si-SiO
2
 structure. For self-organization processes to be explained, the syner-

getic method was applied. It was shown that the formation of periodical dislocation structures at the 

interface is a consequence of the spatial instability of the dislocation distribution in the crystal, their 

self-organization due to correlation effects between the oxygen diffusing along structural defects and 

an ensemble of dislocations.

Key words: dislocations, self-organization, Si-SiO
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structure.
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